Questions

Answers

After the Census data comes in, will the 5 year
allocations for 5311 be updated to reflect the
census data?
There was a previous application for Urban
Capital match. Can you provide an update on the
status, awards, next steps, etc.
Can you provide an update on the State
Management plan updates that was contracted
to RLS. (R. Garrity)
Transit employee salary survey - is this structured
for rural/CT systems, or is it planned to be
structured for urban systems and union based
employee organizations as well? Please
recognize the biggest issue is operator workforce.
Thx
In reference to 1,000 rule.....does this applies to
Local Government RETIRED part-time employees.
In reference to 1,000 rule for part time
employees, are the ACA guidelines "relaxed".
Meaning if PT employees work more that 30
hours a week do we have to pay health and
dental insurance?

Yes, it may be some time before we have this
data.

Isn't the OPSTATS due in August?
OPSTATS should be due end of August according
to my calendar.
Any update on ROAP funding for FY 22?
When will we learn if we are receiving 5310 funds
for FY22?
Are there now 5311 Operating funds available?
I have not had a change to look at the FY 22 Call
for projects. Do you know how much 5311
Admin funds each system will received. This
amount is needed for the 5311 grant.
The running balance on the table attached to the
DHHS CARES Vaccine Funds is incorrect for my
county. Who do I need to contact to correct
that?

Correct. The annual is due at the end of August.

This should go to the BOT in August. We will
keep you updated.
This is currently still in the process. We will keep
you updated.
Both are included and union employees.

This may be more of an internal discussion with
your City or County depending on how benefits
are handled. The LGERS question was handled by
the Treasury Department, but they do not have
anything to do with other benefits.

Still pending until the budget has passed.
We are waiting on FTA’s approval before this can
be released.
The 5311 FY23 amounts will be relayed to each
system by the grant specialists by the end of this
week.
Please contact Carolyn

